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Abstract
To provide efficient services to end-user it is essential to manage variability among services. Feature modelling
is an important approach to manage variability and commonalities of a system in product line. Feature models
are composed of feature diagrams. Service feature diagrams (an extended form of feature diagrams) changed
the basic framework of feature diagrams by proposing new feature types and their relevance. Service feature
diagrams provide selection rights for variable features. In this paper we argue that it is essential to put
cardinalities on service feature diagrams. That is, the selection of features should be done under some
constraints, to provide a lower and upper limit for the selection of features. The use of cardinalities on service
feature diagrams reduces the types of features to half, while keeping the integrity of all features.
Keywords feature modeling; service feature diagrams; software product line; variability and similarity
management; cardinality-based service feature modelling.
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1 Introduction
Software product line engineering is one of the ways used by the researchers in industry to automate product
development of the product line. One of the challenges for product development is the use of variability and
commonality among the features of products. Feature modelling is established notation to deal with such type
of challenges (Batory et al., 2006). Feature diagrams were introduced as a part of the Feature-Oriented Domain
Analysis (FODA) in (Kang et al., 1990). Feature diagrams are used in number of domains including telecom
systems (Griss et al., 1998), template libraries (Czarnecki and Eisenecker, 2000), network protocols (Barbeau
and Bordeleau, 2002), and embedded systems (Czarnecki et al., 2002).
Feature models are, hierarchical models to record commonalities and variabilities among the products of a
product line. In the model, each characteristic relevant to the problem space is said to be a feature. So in this
sense, a feature is called a characteristic of a system. We can say that a feature can be a requirement, a quality,
a technical function or a non-functional characteristic (Czarnecki and Kim, 2005). For example, colour, tires,
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and doorrs are featuress of a productt line of a carr.
The original
o
featuure diagrams have many extensions
e
prroposed by diifferent authoors. For exam
mple, the firstt
extensionn of FODA diagrams is Feature-RSE
EB, proposed
d in (Griss ett al., 1998). The second extension off
FODA diagrams
d
is Cardinality-ba
C
ased feature diagrams,
d
pro
oposed in (Czzarnecki, 20005). Another extension off
FODA diagrams is seervice feature diagrams (SF
SFD), proposeed by Naeem in (Naeem annd Heckel, 20
011).
e
of our
o previous work
w
in (Naeeem and Heckkel, 2011; Naaeem, 2012) and first stepp
This paper is an extension
t frameworrk for cardinaality-based seervice featuree diagrams (C
CSFD). In th
his paper, wee
towards developing the
w believe thhat the full bbenefit of serrvice featuree
argue to use cardinaalities in servvice feature diagrams; we
diagramss can be obttained by usiing cardinaliities. CSFD, not only, reeduces the feeature types of SFD, butt
subsumes all the featuures of SFD, as well.
r of the paaper is arrangged as followss: Section 2 elaborates
e
on the informattion which is necessary too
The rest
understannd the techniical contents of the paper, while the Seection 3 consists of the prroposed schem
me of CSFD..
Section 4 concludes thhe paper.
2 Backgrround and Related
R
Apprroaches
2.1 Classsical feature diagrams
Usually, feature diaggrams represeent hierarchiees of commo
on and variabble features iin software product
p
liness
H
we use them to desccribe variabiliity of servicees building onn the notation
n provided inn
(Kang ett al., 1990). Here,
(Czarneccki and Eiseneecker, 2000).. For examplee, Fig. 1 show
ws a feature diagram
d
D forr an online traavel agent.

Fig. 1 Feature diagram of an on-line travel agent
a
service.

nt with the coonstraints speccified by D. For
F example,,
An innstance of D is a subset off features thaat is consisten
a valid puurchase from
m the travel aggent shown inn Fig. 1 must obey the following rules:
1.
T root featuure is always selected
The
2.
I a feature iss selected, its parent must also
If
a be selectted
3.
I a feature iss selected, all the mandatorry features off its And-grouup are selecteed
If
4.
I a feature iss selected, exaactly one featture of its Altternative-grouup must be seelected
If
5.
I a feature iss selected, at least
If
l
one featture of its Or--group must be
b selected
6.
W
When
two features are linnked by requiires constrain
nt, the target feature
f
must bbe included whenever
w
thee
source iss
7.
A source andd target of exccludes constraaint (not show
wn in Fig. 1) cannot be sellected in an in
nstance.
Thus, an instance of D is given byy {TA, Res, H,
H Pay, BT} (F
For brevity, we
w use the unnderlined charracters of thee
n
in instaances and loggical formulaas.). A declarrative way off defining thee notion of in
nstance is byy
feature name
means off Propositionaal Logic (Czaarnecki and Wasowski,
W
20
007). For exam
mple, a propoositional equiivalent of thee
feature diagram
d
in Figg. 1 is:
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t formula is
i true characcterise the vallid instances. In our exam
mple, a possible instance iss
Valuationn for which this
the valuaation that assiigns true to {T
TA, Res, H, Pay,
P BT} and
d false to {F, Tr, CC}.
2.2 Card
dinality-baseed feature diaagrams
Cardinaliity-based feaature diagram
ms uses multiplicities on features.
f
Carddinality-basedd feature mo
odelling is ann
integratioon and extenssion of existinng approachees. Czarneckii in (Czarneckki and Kim, 22005) say, “A
A cardinality-based feaature model is a hierarchyy of features where
w
each feeature has feaature cardinaliity” i.e., card
dinality-basedd
feature diagrams
d
put constraints
c
onn features, proovides a loweer and upper limit for the sselection of features.
f
Featuure cardinalityy denotes thee number of clones
c
of sub--features which can be sellected for a paarent feature..
Cardinaliities are show
wn as [m....n]], where m annd n denote minimum
m
and maximum number of seelection for a
feature, respectively.
r
Feature withh cardinality [1…1] are caalled mandattory, whereass features witth cardinalityy
[0…1] arre called optiional. Group cardinality iss an interval of the form [m–n],
[
wheree n ∈ Z∧ 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k,,
where k is
i the numberr of features in
i the Group (Czarnecki and
a Kim, 2005).
Fig. 3 depicts a feature
f
diagraam showing seating capacity of a car manufactureer using card
dinality-basedd
d
A possible
p
instannce of this feaature diagram
m is {SC, F, LB,
L PS, R, H}}.
feature diagrams.

Fig. 3 Cardinality-bassed feature diag
gram showing seats
s
of a car.

2.3 Serviice feature diagrams
d
Service feature
f
diagraams introduceed some new type of notattions to the cllassical featurre diagrams in
i the contextt
of service specificatioon and matchiing. These neew notations include:
i
A solid edge: This edge is used when thhe selection of
o features is given to the rrequestor.
1.
2.
A dashed edgge: A dashedd edge is usedd when the selection rightts of featuress are left with
h provider too
choose frrom.
3.
A resource feeature: This feature
f
can onnly be used on
nce; whereas the classical representatio
on is used forr
resource feature.
A shareable feature:
f
This feature can be
b used multiiple times. A rectangular bbox with gray
y backgroundd
4.
is used too represent shhareable featuures.
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Table 1 Nottations used in service
s
feature diagrams.

Features
Mandaatory

Optionnal

Feature Representation

Comments
Featuree B must be seelected if A iis, in an instan
nce
Featuree B may be selected or rejected with
h A in an
instance depending on
o requester’s choice.
Featuree B may be selected or rejected with
h A in an
instance depending on
o provider’ss choice.
Exactly
y one feature from the grooup of B1,...,B
Bn must be
selected
d with A in an
a instance baased on the requestor’s
r
preferen
nce.

Alternnativegroup

Exactly
y one feature from the grooup of B1,...,B
Bn must be
selected
d with A in an
a instance bbased on the provider’s
preferen
nce.
At leastt one feature from the grooup of B1,...,B
Bn must be
selected
d with A in an
a instance baased on the requestor’s
r
preferen
nce.

Or-grooup

At leastt one feature from the grooup of B1,...,B
Bn must be
selected
d with A in an
a instance bbased on the provider’s
preferen
nce.

Impliees

Target feature B muust be selecteed if the sourrce feature
A is.

Excludde

Featuree A and B cannnot be selectted in one insstance.

f an entertaainment systtem of a carr
Usingg the notatioons discussedd above a seervice featurre diagram for
manufactturer is show
wn in Fig. 2 beelow.

Fig. 2 SFD showingg entertainment system of a carr manufacturer..
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3 Cardin
nality-based Service Featture Diagram
ms
3.1 Motiivation
Althoughh, SFDs havee many advanntages over classical featurre diagrams, but
b detailed sstudy of SFDss raises somee
questionss. Let us consider an exam
mple of a graaduate prograam at a univerrsity, where tthe university
y offers threee
different specializatioons in graduatte program, i.e., software engineering (SE),
(
data miining (DM), and
a networkss
E
researchh student at this
t
university has to cho
oose maximum of eight ssubjects to co
omplete theirr
(NW). Each
degree. Five
F
of them
m should be chosen
c
from the set of core, while thhree from anny of the set of electives..
Furtherm
more, a studennt is not allow
wed to select subjects from
m multiple elective groupss. University has the rightt
to offer any
a of core or
o electives to the studentts, whereas students are given
g
the righht to choose their field off
specializzation. It is alsso assumed thhat the studennts do not cho
oose more thaan eight subjeects.
For example,
e
univversity may offer
o
generativve development, semanticc database, annd network ad
dministrationn
to the graduate
g
studdents in softw
ware engineeering, data mining
m
and networking,
n
respectively whereas thee
students are given to choose from
m three availabble specializaations. The seervice featuree diagram off the graduatee
t figure bellow.
program is shown in the

F 4 Service feeature diagramss for graduate prrogram.
Fig.

duate program
m, but it doees not meet the
t completee
Fig. 4 captures thhe overall sccenario of discussed grad
ments. As it does
d
not givee any informaation about number
n
of suubjects a gradduate studentt is bound too
requirem
choose to complete the
t degree. The
T Or-groupp of Core Su
ubjects and Or-group
O
of ssub-categories of Electivee
n
of su
ubjects. Accorrding to Fig. 4, one can assume
a
that a
Subjects do not restriict to select thhe required number
s
be aw
warded by grraduate degreee even if theey read less number of ssubjects than required, orr
student should
exceeds the
t required number
n
of suubjects.
The main
m
reason behind the discussed
d
prooblem is the absence of maximum
m
lim
mit of selecting from thee
group off features. Thee use of cardiinalities in service feature diagrams couuld do the trick for us. In our proposedd
fe
diagrams, which we call cardinaality-based seervice featuree
scheme, we are using cardinalitiess on service feature
y. A featuree
diagram. CSFD moddel is a hierrarchy of feaatures, wheree each featurre has feature cardinality
w
m and n both are reeal number. A feature witth cardinalityy
cardinality is an interrval of the foorm [m..n], where
w cardinalitty [0..1] referrred as optionnal. A group cardinality iss
[1..1] refferred as manndatory, wherreas feature with
an intervval of the form
m [m..n], wheere m and n both
b
are real numbers andd 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k, where k is the numberr
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of features in the group. Group cardinality denotes how many group members can be selected.
3.2 Proposed framework
CSFD offers two types of relationship of feature with its sub features: 1) Single feature; 2) Group feature.
Single feature is either mandatory or an optional feature, while the Group feature is the combination of
multiple features. Notation of CSFD is shown in Table 2. The first column under “Features” shows the types
of features, whereas the diagrammatic representation of the corresponding feature type is shown in the second
column under “Graphical Representation”.

Table 2 Notations used in cardinality-based service feature diagrams.

Group Feature

Single Feature

Features

Graphical Representation

Comments
If feature B is mandatory sub-feature then it must be
selected on selection of A, otherwise it may be
selected or rejected based on the requestor’s
preference in an instance.
A feature B may be selected depending on provider’s
preference in an instance, if A is selected.
If the feature A is selected then features Bm to Bn
must be selected from this group in an instance,
where 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k. This selection of features
should be decided on the basis of requester’s
preferences.
If the feature A is selected then features Bm to Bn
must be selected from this group in an instance,
where 0 ≤ m ≤ n ≤ k. This selection of features
should be decided on the basis of provider’s
preferences.

Fig. 4 is revised by using the notations of CSFD and shown in the Fig. 5 below. Please note that requestor
in this case is the student and the provider is university. Now, Fig. 5 captures completely the example
discussed in Section 3. Now no student could be considered to be Graduate except passing five subjects from
Core Subjects and 3 from set of any specializations available at campus.
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R
version of Figure 4 usiing notations off cardinality-bassed service featture diagram.
Fig. 5 Revised

Furthhermore, the selection of specializatioon is left witth the studennts, whereas tthe selection of core andd
elective subjects
s
is lefft with the unniversity.
4 Conclu
usions and Future
F
Work
k
The conccept of servicce feature diaggrams was prroposed in (N
Naeem and Heeckel, 2011; N
Naeem, 2012
2). This paperr
is first sttep towards thhe developmeent of a frameework for thee cardinality-based servicee feature diag
grams. In thiss
paper, we have argued the need off constraints on
o service feature diagram
ms with the hhelp of a real example of a
A
from providing
p
the full support to SFD, CSF
FD provides the
t followingg
graduate program at a university. Apart
benefits:
1 Reduceed number off features
2 Develoopers of featuure models can
c easily foocus on the cardinalities
c
r
rather
than fi
filled and unffilled arcs orr
circles,
o features caan be chosenn from the grroup feature. This numbeer can range from zero too
3 Arbitraary number of
maximum
m number of features avaiilable in the group.
g
Futurre work will mainly focuss on formalizzing the conccept of CSFD
D using Lineaar Logic (Tro
oelstra, 1992;;
Girard, 1987,
1
1995) and
a developinng a tool suppport for our prroposed approoach.
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